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Immigrant Experiences in North America
Understanding Settlement and Integration
Immigration, settlement, and integration are vital issues in the twenty-first century—they propel
economic development, transform cities and towns, shape political debate, and challenge established
national identities. This original collection provides the first comprehensive introduction to the
contemporary immigrant experience in both the United States and Canada by exploring national,
regional, and metropolitan contexts.With essays by an interdisciplinary team of American and
Canadian scholars, this volume explores major themes such as immigration policy; labour markets and
the economy; gender; demographic and settlement patterns; health, well-being, and food security;
education; and media. Each chapter includes instructive case examples, recommended further
readings, links to web-based resources, and questions for critical thought.Engaging and accessible,
_Immigrant Experiences in North America_ will appeal to students and instructors across the social
sciences, including geography, political science, sociology, policy studies, and urban and regional
planning.
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Reviews
"Whether in the classroom or as an on-the-shelf resource, _Immigrant Experiences in North America_
is a welcome addition to the settlement and integration literature, providing a wide range of ‘state of the
art’ chapters that will be informative for students and faculty, as well as practitioners in the field, alike. . .
. With a multidisciplinary approach that moves beyond national perspectives to incorporate both local
and sectional policy responses, the text encourages us to challenge the intellectual and experiential
barriers that often affect those who study and work in the fields of settlement and integration."— _Chris
Anderson, Department of Political Science, Wilfrid Laurier University_
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"Students studying immigration are always interested in comparative analysis. ...Because all the topics
are central to any debate over immigration (they range from skilled migration, labour market
incorporation, security, illegality, gender, schooling, and health), the text will draw in readers from
across the social sciences."
— _Richard A. Wright, Department of Geography, Dartmouth College_
"Comprising sixteen chapters, this collection has much to offer. Topics span immigration history,
security and health and wellness, and the disciplines of education, geography, and psychology, among
others. The incorporation of multiple perspectives makes _Immigrant Experiences_ a robust volume.
...The collection offers a comprehensive review of research relating to immigrant experience, and I
would recommend it to immigrant scholars and those with a general interest in migration studies."—
_Rebecca Pero, Department of Planning and Geography, Queens University, Published in American
Association of Geographers Review of Books, 6(2) 2018_
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